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Off-line method of the separation of the electrodes equilibrium state of
the Li-ion batteries

K. Mergo Mbeya · N. Damay · G. Friedrich · C. Forgez · M. Juston

Abstract To ensure better performances of the Li-ion bat-
teries in applications such as electric vehicles, the monitor-
ing of their state with a BMS (Battery Management System)
is required. To this end, non-invasive tools are needed to per-
form monitoring of the battery at the electrode scale. In this
paper, we propose a method to extract from charge and dis-
charge of the battery, the electrodes informations (equilib-
rium potentials, capacities and lithiation rates as functions
of the battery state of charge). A pseudo-OCV model has
been used to determine these informations. The proposed
method allows to reduce the bias related to the battery over-
voltage. Evaluated on a LFP/graphite lithium ion battery, the
needed parameters were obtained with an accuracy of about
1 mV on the pseudo-OCV average (between discharge and
charge) measurements of the battery. This method can be
used for any battery chemestry.

1 Introduction

The Li-ion batteries (LIBs) are among the best energy stor-
age systems offering higher power and energy density (at
element scale, the energy density can reach 260 Wh.kg−1),
with a very low rate of self-discharge [1]. Thanks to these
features, the LIBs are ubiquitous in various areas of use,
from electronic devices to transport (electric vehicles, etc.).
The use of ion lithium batteries in applications such as elec-
tric vehicles requires the monitoring of their state with a
BMS (Battery Management System) to ensure the safety,
better performances and a long lifespan.
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Classically, the LIBs monitoring is made by consider-
ing them as a "whole package", i.e. without any informa-
tions about its internal state [2]. In reality, a lithium ion cell
consists of several internal elements including positive and
negative electrodes, electrolyte and separator. Here we want
to monitor the electrodes state of the LIB in odrer to bring
a better control. An electrode state can be defined by many
parameters and here we focus on the determination of their
capacities and equilibrium potentials as a function of cell
state of charge (SOC).

In this present paper, we propose a method to determine
the electrodes state of the LIBS based on a pseudo-OCV
model. The specificity of our method is to use the aver-
age measurements of the battery pseudo-OCV and the av-
erage reference curves of the equilibrium potentials of the
electrodes. In section 2, we describe the composition of the
pseudo-OCV of the LIBs. We also establish the mathemati-
cal equations which relate the parameters of the state of the
electrodes with the pseudo-OCV. In section 3, we present the
determination method of the electrodes parameter. In section
4, we evaluate the results of the method.

2 Characteristics of a LIB pseudo-OCV

2.1 Pseudo-OCV definition and modeling

The pseudo-OCV (pOCV) is defined as the battery voltage
when its overvoltage (η) is equals a few tens of milivolts
(i.e, at very low current) (Equation (1)) (Fig. 1) [3][4][5][7].

pOCV = OCV +η (1)

where OCV (Open Circuit Voltage) represents the bat-
tery equilibrium voltage. The OCV varies with the battery
state of charge (SOC) and the temperature T. This quantity
is full of information (described in the next subsection), but
difficult to measure (measuring OCV at differents battery
SOC needs long time of rest during tests). The pOCV is of-
ten used in the litterature to save time.
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The overvoltage η includes the contribution of inter-
nal various phenomena resulting in ohmic effects (trans-
port of lithium ion in electrolyte and of electrons in elec-
trodes, external electrical connectors, etc.) and dynamic ef-
fects (lithium charge-transfer and diffusion at each elec-
trode). Please note here that apart from the current level, η is
also impacted by the temperature, the SOC and the history
of the battery (charge and discharge of the battery, and its
state of health). This also leads to the variation of the pOCV
with these parameters. Here we are particularly interested in
its dependency on the SOC. Therefore, the other parameters
are considered constant. SOC is calculed by the following
formula : SOC(t) = SOCinit +

∫
Idt [Ah]. SOCini is the ini-

tial state of charge, I is the measured current and t represents
the time.

Fig. 1 Equivalent electric circuit model of the LIB.

2.2 Equilibrium voltage

2.2.1 Description
The battery OCV is the difference between the equilibrium
potentials OCPs (OCP: Open Circuit Potential) of positive
and negative electrodes (Equation (2)).

OCV (SOC) = OCPPE(y)−OCPNE(x). (2)

where the subsrcipts PE and NE stand respectively for
positive and negative electrodes. x and y are respectively the
lithiation rates of the electrodes and are defined as follows:

– NE: x = SOCNE
CNE

. SOCNE (Ah) and CPE (Ah) are respec-
tively the state of charge and the capacity of the negative
electrode (NE).

– PE: y = SOCPE
CPE

. SOCPE (Ah) and CPE (Ah) are respec-
tively the state of charge and the capacity of the positive
electrode (PE).

The electrodes capacities are related to their specific design
and electrochemical properties [6][7].

The electrode OCP is an electrical quantity measured at
equilibrium state versus a reference electrode (metal lithium
electrode (Li+/Li) is mostly used as reference electrode).
The electrode OCP varies non-linearly with the lithiation
rate and with the history of the use of electrode (hysteresis)
(see illustration on Fig. 2) [8]. The OCP curve can exhibit
one or more plateaus which are theoretically related to the
active material state at a given lithiation rate. The number of
plateaus depends on the electrode chemical composition.

Fig. 2 Illustration of OCP vs. lithiation rate curves in the cases of pos-
itive Lithium-phosphate-Iron (LiyFePO4 or LFP) and graphite (LixC6).
The measurements were obtained against a lithium metal reference
electrode (Li+/Li). Data source [6].

2.2.2 Positions of the battery OCV-SOC and the electrodes
OCP-lithiation rates curves in a real LIB

Fig. 3 illustrates the curves of electrodes OCP (vs. lithia-
tion rates) and the battery OCV curves (vs. battery SOC) in
a real LIB. It can be noted that when the battery SOC in-
creases (during the charge of battery), x also increases and
y decreases due to the transfer of ion lithium from postive
electrode to negative electrode. (The reverse process occurs
during the discharge of the battery). That is why the curve
of the OCPPE is reversed in Fig. 3 with respect to Fig. 2.
Cbat (in Ah) is the battery capacity. Here Cbat is defined as
the maximum value of SOC (at fully charged or discharged
state of the battery).

Fig. 3 Illustration of the positions of OCPPE , OCPNE and OCV curves
in a LFP/graphite LIB [4][9].

ybat,100% is the lithiation rate of the PE when the bat-
tery is fully charged (at SOCmax = Cbat ). xbat,0% is the lithi-
ation rate of the NE when the battery is fully discharged (at
SOCmin=0 Ah). Here the fully discharged and charged states
of the battery correspond respectively to minimum (2.5 V)
and maximum (3.6 V) limits of the battery voltage. Please
note that for a real LIB, the electrodes cannot be fully used
[4][9]. Therefore, when the battery is fully charged, the lithi-
ation rate of PE ybat,100% is close to 0 (i.e, 1− ybat,100% is
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close to 1, according Fig. 3). When the battery is fully dis-
charged, the lithiation rate of NE, xbat,0% is also close to 0.
In general, the NE is designed with a capacity CNE larger
than the PE CPE [9], as a result, the curve of OCPNE (in Ah)
is larger than the curve of OCPPE (in Ah) as shown in Fig.
3. The oversized capacity of NE prevents its lithiation rate
x to reach 1 in a real LIB. That avoids its OCP falls at 0 V
Li+/Li (see Fig. 3, at x = 1), which is the potential value
of the unwanted reaction of the LIBs, called lithium plating
[10,11].

From Fig. 3, the relationships between the battery SOC,
x and y can be established. Thus, the battery SOC can be
calculated with the equations (3) and (4).

SOC = (x− xbat,0%)CNE . (3)

Cbat −SOC = (y− ybat,100%)CPE . (4)

By expressing x and y based on SOC and other parame-
ters, we obtain Eq.(5) and (6).

x = xbat,0% +
SOC
CNE

. (5)

y = ybat,100% +
Cbat −SOC

CPE
. (6)

Interestingly, from the equations (5) and (6) the elec-
trodes OCP can be mathematically expressed as functions
of the battery SOC. In addition, the electrodes OCP can be
integrated to the pOCV expression by mixing the equations
(2) and (1).

3 Method of identification of the electrodes state

In the previous section, it is clearly established that the
parameters defining the state of the electrodes (OCP elec-
trodes, xbat,0%, ybat,100%, CNE and CPE ,) are all included in
the pseudo-OCV of the battery. For the determination of
these parameters, only the discharging or charging measure-
ments of the battery pOCV and of the reference electrodes
OCP curves could be used [7][12]. The parameters can be
identified by a nonlinear least squares fitting. Here we pro-
pose to work on the average, between discharge and charge,
of the measurements of the battery pOCV and of the refer-
ence electrodes OCP curves. We think that the average of the
pseudo-OCV (vs. SOC) is approximately equal to the aver-
age OCV (vs. SOC) (pOCVavg ' OCVavg), i.e, the contribu-
tion of the battery overvoltage is negligeable in the average
pseudo-OCV. Before to discuss more about this aspect, we
would like first to define the input data of our method and the
objective cost function. The input data are defined as follow:

– The pseudo-OCV measurements vs. SOC of the studied
battery in charge and discharge, which allow to have the
average pseudo-OCV measurements (pOCV meas

avg (SOC)).

– The reference curves of the OCP vs. lithiation rate of the
electrodes in charge and discharge, which allow to have
their averages (OCPre f

PE,avg(y
re f ) et OCPre f

NE,avg(x
re f )).

Cbat being known, the objective cost function
f for identification of the unkown parameters
(θ = [xbat,0%,ybat,100%,CNE ,CPE ]) is defined as follow:

argθ min f = OCV est
avg− pOCV meas

avg

=
[
OCPest

PE,avg−OCPest
NE,avg

]
−
(

OCVavg +
| ηch | − | ηdc |

2

)meas

.
(7)

where θ represents the vector of parameters to identify.
The term ∆η = |ηch|−|ηdc|

2 (Equation (7)) is considered as
the source of bias. ∆η can be analyzed by observing the
experimental data of the pOCV (C/50) and the OCV of a
LFP/graphite in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 (a) OCV and pOCV (C/50) measurement data in charge, dis-
charge and the average between charge and discharge of a LFP/graphite
LIB. b) The corresponding overvoltage.

From Fig. 4.(b), it can be observed that the overvoltage
increases towards the low SOCs for discharge curve and the
high SOCs for the charge curve. As a consequence, ∆η in-
creases from both low and high battery SOCs. Focusing on
only the region including the three plateaus (see Fig. 4.(a))
where the useful informations can be extracted, ∆η is three
times smaller than the discharge and the charge overvolt-
age. Furthermore, one can observe the apparent shift of the
plateaus between the pOCV and the OCV curves for both
discharge and charge. The shifts are considerably reduced by
comparing the averages of pOCV and OCV . This confirms
the negligeable contribution of ∆η in the average pOCV as
it was expected.

The different steps of the algorithm are presented Fig. 5.
The nonlinear least square optimization function lsqnonlin
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Fig. 5 Algorithm flowchart of the parameters identification. (RMSE: Root Mean Square Error).

on the Matlab software was used. The parameters xbat,0%
and, ybat,100% are bounded between 0 and 1, and initialized
to zero. CNE and CPE are initialized to Cbat and bounded as
follow:

– for CNE :between Cbat and 1.4Cnom
– for CPE :between Cbat and 1.2Cnom

(Cnom is the battery capacity given by the manufacturer). The
estimated electrodes OCPs as functions of the battery SOC
are expressed in the following manner in the algorithm :

OCPest
PE,avg = OCPre f

PE,avg

(
ybat,100% +

Cbat −SOC
CPE

)
. (8)

OCPest
NE,avg = OCPre f

NE,avg

(
xbat,0% +

SOC
CNE

)
. (9)

4 Results and dicussions

To evaluate the proposed method, our study was carried out
on the LIB A123Systems with a Cnom of 2.3 Ah and with a
cylindrical form (size 18650). The cells consist of graphite
negative electrode and LFP positive electrode. In the present
study, the initial results of the pOCV measurements tests at
charge C/25 (92 mA) and discharge at C/25 have revealed
a battery capacity Cbat corresponding to about 93% of Cnom.
These tests were performed at room temperature (25 ◦C) and
by limiting the minimum and maximum voltage of cells re-
spectively to 2.5 V and 3.6 V.

Fig. 6 (a) Experimental pOCVavg (black discontinuous curve ) and the
simulated OCVavg profiles (green line) and average OCP curves of one
of the studied cells. The estimated electrodes OCPPE,avg and OCPNE,avg
curves are comprised between the two discontinuous vertical lines in
black color. (b) Zoom of the experimental pOCVavg and the simulated
OCVavg profiles.

Fig. 6 shows the results of the application of the method
in case of the studied cells. In Fig. 6.(a), the average
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OCP curves of the electrodes of this battery correspond to
the region between the two discontinuous vertical lines in
black color. The estimated average OCV (OCV est

avg) (green
curve) represents the difference between the OCPavg,PE and
OCPavg,NE curves in this region. From Fig. 6.(b), It can
be observed that the slope between the last two plateaus
being towards the high voltages is smoothed on the esti-
mated OCV est

avg profile, this because of the smoothing of the
OCPNE,avg profile (see Fig. 6.(a)). In general, the profile of
the estimated OCV est

avg is closer to the average pOCV mea-
surements. The root mean square error (RMSE) resulting
between the average pOCV measurements and the estimated
average OCV is less than 1 mV (about 0.87 mV), which is
acceptable.

The obtained lithiation rates xbat,0% and ybat,100% are al-
most equal to 0.024 (value close to 0). The capacities CPE
and CNE values are respectively 10% and 30% greater than
the value of Cbat , (i.e, both positive and negative electrodes
are not respectively used at about 10% and 30% in the bat-
tery). The value of CNE is about 24% greater than CPE .
From the physical point of view, we can note that the magni-
tude orders of these four parameters have a meaning. These
values can be then used for determining the electrodes OCP
as functions of the battery SOC for both charge and dis-
charge from the reference curves of the electrodes OCP re-
spectively, by using Equations (8) and (9).

5 Conclusions

This work presented a method to extract the electrodes
equilibrium potentials, capacities and lithiation rates of real
LIBs. The method uses a pseudo-OCV model, which al-
lowed to determine these parameters by a nonlinear least
squares fitting. This was achieved by working on the aver-
age (between charge and discharging) measurements of a
LIB pseudo-OCV and the reference curves of the elecrodes
OCP. The method was used on a commercial LFP/graphite
LIB. And the results obtained are satisfactory in term of pre-
cision.

The proposed method can easily be used to diagnose the
LIBs by following the evolution of the determined parame-
ters during the battery lifespan. In particular, the change in
the electrodes capacities (CPE et CNE ) and lithiation rates
(ybat,100% and xbat,0%).
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